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INTRCMHJCTIOH

The ultimate objective at this study Is to discover s sstisfsetory moOiod of prodleUng 
the course of constrictloa at the pupU of s dark sdsptod oyo when exposed to a flash at 
any duration or a series of flashes involving a complex and changing dlstribatloa at bright
ness in the visual field. This problem U quite complicated for several reasons. It in
volves the differentUl distribution of rods snd cones over the retina with their independ
ently varying states of adaptation and speeds of reaction. It involves the dUtribetion of 
ganglion cells and their connections through the bipoUrs with the rods and cones. It in
volves the mechanism in the midbrain for summating the impulses received sinwltan- 
eously from various areas of the retina and also the mechanism for summating impulses 
spread out in time; and it also Involves the response of the sphincter nmscto of tlw irla to 
the pattern of impulses relayed to it by the ciliary ganglion from the Edinger-Westphsl 
nucleus.

Finally, the role played by stray light has to be taken into consideration and tills is 
particularly important in the case of a bright patch subtending a small solid snglo, and 
having a dark background. The small number of photoreceptors stinmlated. direcdly by the 
bright patch might well have a negligible effect upon pupil constriction in comparison with 
the effect produced by the thousands of photoreceptors which are stimulated only by the 
stray Hrht in the eye.

One can analy-e this aspect of the problem further by assuming tbat Oim ^fsot of 
stray light In the eye can be computed from the Stiles-HoUaday formula, * aecording
to which the retinal illuminance dly at a given point P* 
patch subtending a small solid angle d<»»

the retina, produced by a bright

and dii placed at an angle 0 from the 
line of sight OP which corresponds to 
the point P' on the retina, is given by 
the following equation:

10 B\
(vTTaF

2 u sin 9 cos dw fl)

provided 0 is expressed in radians and 
is larger than 0. 035. A la the area of 
the artificial pupil In mm*. B is the 
brightness of the patch in c/m*. **if*ie 
the angular displacement of the patch 
from the pupillary axis. ly is measured 
in trolands and in ateradUns.

In the experiments described in this 
report the beams of light entering the eye 
are restricted by arttflcUl pupils normal 
to the axes of the beams, snd since the 
circular patches exposed to tho oye did 
not exceed 8° in diameter, it is satisfac
tory to assume that cos - 1.
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From Eq. (1) It ia possible >o JarlT* an aqnatioo for eompotliig tho Ulumtoaiy ly at 
P* on the retina produced by a patdi. the eeator of whleli ia at an anfla 9 from
the line of alfht OP. The rircuUr i»tch ia divided into aooea eoaeoatrlo with P aa 
in Fic. 1.

a aiat

67. J
where

coa p ■
eoa p - coa 9 coa S

aia 0 ala 9

PUPIL MAUfTIP OP TNI

DISTANCE lei 
THE

raoM
P6TCH

TNt ecNTta OP

‘n>« Erf..l •! lacrMsisf tk« Sit* •! • Circalaf r*Mb 
IVm tiM Diatrilntiai at llatiaal Ilia
Fiaara 1 ____ _ ________ _ . ____ _______
IVm tka Diatrikatiaa at Ratiaal iTliaiaaac* OaiaiAa tW hatiBal 
Irafa ef tha Patch PraJacaA hf Stray U^t.

(TROLANOt)

rt-K LJISTi&SJZ
Hawly tii

Values of ly >>ave been computed aa a fimctloa of 9 for circular patefaea aubtendiac
0.8**, 2.64** and 8°. These patches subtend solid angles equal to 0.000184, 0.00184 and
0. 01S4 steradians respectively.

Since Eq. (1) does not hold for values of 0 less than (0.038 mdlaa), valnas ef ty 
have not been calculated for values of 9 less than ( 9 e Jfi). Tbs distiibutiona aro shown 
in Fig. 2 along with the distributions of retinal ilium 1 nance (I) in the laagas of the patdMS 
focused on the retina, calculated lit accordance with the aquation.

I - BA

where B is the brightness of the patdi in c/ra* and A is die area of the papll in a

Ti.-.ss^ has called attention to tho role played by stray light by dei that a
pupil response is still obtained when the patch of brightness producing the response is 
placed in the blind spot.

Reeves* used a uniform distribution of brightness covering the entire visual field and
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■nd mM8ur«d th« pupil sis* after th* *7* had baeom* adapted to rarlous brlghtaasa 1«**1« 
and af:«r the pupil had reached a reasonably steady state. His aeeraged data for • sub
jects have been replotted In Flf. 3, which riiows pupil also as a fhaetlon of retinal Ulussl- 
nance. Equation (4) has been used la computlnc retinal lUnmlnaaco. Mo allowance has 
been made for the StUes-Crawford affect or th* obliquity of th* plan* of th* pupil. Hw 
pupil evidently responds to levels of retinal Ulumlaanc* lower than th* threshold for th* 
cones^. but th* measurements were limited to too few hrlfhtaess steps to determlns 
whether there Is a break or modulation In the curve to Indicate when th* cones com* Into 
play.

Various Investigators have found a PurklnJ* shift* la the puplllemotor response. - 
which is another way of demonstrating the transition from rod to cone vtsloa.

Effects depending on the state of adaptetion* have also been Investigated.

Furthermore, a pupil response to rods can be demonstrated la th* case of persons 
with total color blindness who have a scotoplc luminosity curve.*

De Launey has used a spot 2° In diameter located at th* center of th* fovea and a.r. 
similar spot located in the periphery to determine th* extent of pupil constriction pro-. 
duced by various brightnesses. De Launey claimed that since no pupil rospqps* was ob
tained in either case until after the threshold level of the cones was resellsd, th* pnpU 
responses obtained depended entirely upon th* stimulation of th* cones.

As will be shown in this report, the response udilch he found must have bean a re-, 
sponse to stray light outside the image of th* spot. That th* threshold of th* pupil re- '7. 
sponse coincided with the threshold of con* vision must b* a coincidence bsesnse th* 
threshold of the pupil response can be varied by changing the area of th* patch of bright
ness. What probably determines the threshold In this case Is the threshold of the rods la 
the periphery of the retina which are stimulated by Stray light.

APPARATUS • ,i -

Fig. 4 represents a horisontal section through th* center of th* entrance pupil of th* 
eye E. The right eye of ths subject is controlled by means of a biting board and forehead
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rest so that the center of the pupU faUs at the point E, whUe the eye flntea the smaU 
aperture Ai or A^. Fixation point Ai is a smaU aperture backed up by a piece of milk 
gUss and a red fUter, and is illuminated by the source Sj. Through the lens the eye 
sees the image of A, formed by the mirror Mi in the plane of the diaphragm Ag. It is 
seen displaced 5° to the left of the center of the lens Li.

The eye may also fiaate the Image of the small aperture A7 formed by the leases L7
and L3 in the plane of the diaphragm Ag. The small aperture A7 la backed up by s piece
of milk glass and red filter, and is illirainated by the source S4.' The 11^, paaiWS throu^ 
the lens L7, the small aperture Ag, the beam spUtter Pg, the lens Lg, end forms an 
image of A? at the center of the aperture in diafdiragm Ag. Diaphragm Ag consUtutes the 
aperture stop for this system. An image of this aperture U formed by the lenses Lg and 
Li in the plane of the entrance rapil which is the same sixe as the 1 mm aperture.

use
The apparatus provides two means of exposing bright patches to the eye. (hie mskes 

of source S, and the other of 8*3. The 11^ from eource Sg passes throng the 
lenses L5 and Le and L4 and focuses at the small aperture in the diaphragm Ag. This 
small aperture is 1 mm in diameter and constitutes the aperture stop of the system. A 1 
mm image of this aperture stop is formed by lens Lg and lens Lj in the plane of the en-. 
trance pupil.

When the diaphragm A* is removed, the entire field of the circular aperture in dia
phragm Aa appears uniformly bri^t to the eye and subtends a visual angle of 8®, The 
diaphragm at A5 can be used to restrict the size of the patch. An image of the aperture 
Ac is formed in the plane of the diaphragm Ag, and thia imago can be eentersd in the
aperture in the diaphragm Ag or displaced to the ri^it or
amount desired.

to the left of the center by any

Several diaphragms are used at Ag representing apertures of different sizes, and one 
of these diaphragms contains a pair of apertures one above tile otiier. Each subtends 0.8 
visusl angle, and they are separated by 1.6® from center to center. These two patches 
can bo exposed alternately by manually moving a abutter blade, located Just in front of 
the diaphragm, which occludes first one and then the other of the two aperturea. This 
shutter blade can also be used to produce Intermittent exposure or a prolonged exposure of 
one of the patches.

WTien this manual shutter is being used to expose the patches in this particular dia
phragm. the rotating sectored disk Bg is lifted out of the path of the beam from Sg and 
the electromagnetic shutter Bi is kept open. ^

While using the electromagnetic shutter Bj by itself to control exposures, the rotating 
disk shutter Bg is lifted out of the path of the beam. The electromagnetic Shutter Bi when 
acting alcne can be made to provide exposures of 100, 300, 1000 and 3000 milliseconds by 
throwing the appropriate selector switch. The shutter Bj and the rotating disk Bg are syn
chronized so that the two in combination can be made to provide exposures of 1, 3, 10 and 
30 milliseconds. When the two are used together, the onset bf the exposure occurs 50 
milliseconds after the electromagnetic shutter opens.

so that the canter of the image of ita aperturei2 can be positioned
which is the fixation point, or as in one experiment it can be

The diaphragm at Aj
coincides with the image of Ag, wiucn in® w. —» —• w— — — —
displaced so that the center of the image of the aperture in A2 will fall 3® to the right of the image 
of Ag or again at 6® to the right of the image of the fixation point Ai.

The neutral filters Fj and Fg control the amount^bf light reaching the eye from Sg. 

For peripheral stimuli -.t greater angular distances from the principal line of sl|d>t
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than 6®, a special device was used which Involvad tha find mirror Mg and an optical aya-' 
tern swinging about a vertical axis through the point E'. which U the mirror laaafa cf tha 
point E. A vertical section of this system along tha axis XX la shown la Fig. S. Li^ 
from the source S'3 is focused by a lens L’j at tha 1-mm aparturo la tha dtaphngm at 
A'4. This aperture constitutes the aperture stop of tha system. An imaga of this aperture 
stop is formed by the lenses L's and L'a and tha mirror Mg at tha canter of tha entrance 
pupil of the eye, E. The Porro prism Pg reflects tha light back toward B'. An imago of 
the aperture stop at A'4 would focus at E' wore it not for tha fixed mirror Mg which canna 
the image of the aperture A’g to be formed at tha center of the entranco popIL tt has the 
same size as the aperture A'4.

The advantage of this mirror arrangement is that as tha optical system swings around 
!• it gives peripheral stimuli at various angular distances from tha point of flxatlco, and

the beam directed toward the eye always passes exactly through the canter of tha 
pupil. The aperture A'g limits the dUmetar of this parlpheral patch to 1 degroa, 7 minutaa. 
A filter F4 with a transmission of 0.07 was used to give tha brl^tnasa of ^^pariphar^^ 
patch the same value as the maximum value of the patch of brightness provided hy Sg, 
ly 147,000 trolands. The electromagnetic shutter B'| can be controlled by tha
mec*'anism as the shutter Bj.

The system used for redordlng tha changes In pupU sisa U Ulustratad in Pig. d.
This system is incorporated as part of the Instrument dascrlbad above. Tha aperture Ag, 
the lens Lj, and the point E which represents tha canter of tha entrance pupil, are IdanU- 
cal with the elements Indicated by the same symbols in Fig. 4. Tha ribbon filament 8g is 
mounted in a light-tight lamp house fttom which the light emargas through tha infrared fUtar 
F, and the lens L-. This filter consists of two Uyars of film produced by tha Polar^ 
Corporation and is designated XR7X2S; Its properties have been dascrlbad alsawhara. »»
Tho light emerging from the lens Lg la reflected at the mirror Ma which is below and in 
front of tho eye. and a horizontal Image of tha ribbon filament U formad in tha nlaao of 
the entrance pupil of the eye which Ulumlnatas tha opposite margins of tha iris. Tha tons
Lg. located in front of the eye and below tha Una of sight, collects the light from the iris 
and collimates It. This light is reflected by Mg to the objective L^o which focuses an imaga 
of the pupil in the plane of the slit In tha diaphragm Ay, with tha slit dividing tha image of 
the pupil into upper and lower halves. The Image Is 1.08 times as large as tha entrance 
pupil of the eye. The slit U parallel to and lies in tha plana centsining Liq, Mg and E, 
and tho film moves perpendicularly to tha direction of this slit. As tha film moves behind 
the slit tho horizontal dUmeter of tha pupil registers as a dark band on tho film (see Fl^ 7), 
varying in width depending upon tho dUmetar of tha pupil. Tha neon source which haa tha
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form of a small rod la focusMl by th* 
glass rod as a Harrow line on the edge 
of the film. The neon aource is syn
chronized with the shutters so that one 
can tell on the fUm where the onset of 
the exposure occurred.

In the experiments involving ex
posures of long duration, intermittent 
exposure and alternating exposure of 
two bright patches, one hand was used 
to manipuUte the shutter controlling 
the bright patch, and the other hand 
manipulated a switch controUlng the 
neon source. In this way the beginning 
and end of an exposure or the alter
nation from one patch to another could 
be roughly indic;»ted on the film.

The film used was Eastman Infra 
red Film 104, the characteristics of 
which have been described elsewhere.

An electronic circuit was devised 
whereby the mechanism controlling the 
electromagretic shutters Bj and B'j 
al.-.o controls the starting and stopping 
of the camera motor.

PROCEDURE IN OBTAlNINa A RECORD

Dinner a recording of pupil size the subject stts with his head in poslIlM and his syns
orr-rt and the image of Ai or Ay.

The first vtep in making a record is to push a switch which turns M the
...re The.. P.1.«..ucri. r .12: Ji-iLT

the other operates the electromagnetic shutter ^ or B'lWhich glvns iM **»*^^*” ^

tr'Twhct \he'^nash’?om^^^^ ^Uy
im: the onset of the flash in order to record in full the firrt four McenOm ef tte r***^!^;

Without using a great deal of fUm. However, by a^^ ^^J**«-* »”■!***“” ,"!***?
it is possible to prolong the InitUl continuous run of the motor from 4 seconds to 8 or II.
or 16 seconds, etc.

ANALYSIS OF THE FILIi RECORD

The record on the fUm (Fig. 7) consisU of a variola band ^ .
film which indicates the width of the pupil as a function of time. The onset ef w ™sh is 
indicated by a short line at the edge of the film produced by the time marker. In 
of an exposure of long duration, or intermittent exposure, or alternating exposures of two
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patches, time marks ar« mad* on th* film 
to indicate both th* beginning and th* end of 
the exposures or the alternations from one 
patch to the other.

For analyzing the data, us* was made 
of a device constructed in tht* laboratory 
for analyzing binocular eye movement re
cords to determine the changes in conver
gence. EssentUUy what this device does 
with a film record of changes in pupil size

iT, *
Im IVfl' .M.

(«!•■ »f • Swls «f nia awelM ■ Ibwei ef

is to transcribe the data to th* form of a alngl* carve oa a sheet of paper which indicates 
the changes in pupil size as a function of time. Th* curves presented in this report are 
direct traces of the transcribed data. Two different scales for pupU diameter have been 
used in transcribing the data. The use of two scales serves no esefol purpose and was not
intended at the outset.

LIMITATIONS OF THE METHODS USED FOR 
RECORDING CHANGES IN PUPIL SIZE

In order to get a record with enough contrast to be of sny ns* tt was necessary to In
crease tJie width of the slit to 0. 75 mm and to slow down th* rat* of movement of th* film 
to 11. 5 mm per second. Hence, each element of length of the film was given an exposure 
of 0.065 seconds. The width of the band at any point on the film therefor* la an Integra
tion of chan,"es occurring within this period of time, la order to measure precisely th* be- 
ginninc cf a constriction, the duration of exposure for each element of length of th* film 
should be of the order of a hundredth to a thousandth of a second. Consequently th* method 
as it stands does not represent all that might be desired; It would help to have a more In
tense seiirce, a more suitable filter or a higher speed film.

A-other limitation is the occurrence of blinks Just as the pupil constriction gets under 
way: '>cn such a blink occurs. It interferes with the record. For most purposes, however, 
record" can be used in spite of the occurrence of th* blink, particularly If attention is to 
be conmtrated on the minimum size that the pupU attains as a result of the exposure.

SUBJECTS

Two subjects were used in this experiment. One Is a graduate student of Physiologi
cal Opt'cs and the other is a senior student In the School of Optometry. P. B. 1s S3 years of age 
and L. Z. is 39 years of age. L. Z. wore a correcting lens (♦. 25-. 50 x 10) in front of hls 
right eye during the experiment for the correction of hls anMtropla. P.H. requires a -. 50 
sph. but wore no prescription. The correction does not interfere either with th* presen
tation of the flash sources or the recording of th* pupil sis*.

ABriENCE OF RESPONSE TO THE INFRARED UGHT ILLUMlNATINa THE IRIS

Sc. the Infrared fUter F*. the lens L. and th* mirror Mg. <se* 
a patch of Infrared light (0° in diamrter) whldi la bounded by

The ribbon filament Si;
Fig. 6) present to the eye
the edge of lens Lg. The image of this patch formed by the mirror Mg 
recticn below the center of the aperture Ag. The visual angle separating th* centers of Lg

Ml is seen la a dl-

nnd Li is 34'^

The filter Fg used to screen out visible light from the infrared transmits at th* 
extreme end of the visible spectrum so that the subject In thU experiment Is aware of a 
faint red patch in the lower part of the field. In order to test whether this red light can

t
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produce a pupU conatrlctlon. the fUm In the caassra waa aat Lt mottaa and tha aourca 8^ 
was turned on for a short period. In neither of the aubjeeta vaa there any algnlflcant 
change in pupil size followint the onset of the Infrared aoorca.

RESULTS

A. Pupil Constrictions to Flashes of Varloua Areas and Brlghtneaaea.

The results considered In this section pertain to patches of hri^itaeaa 0.8®. 2* 64®, 
and 80 in diameter, centrally fixated, and exposed for 3 seconds. The solid angtos sub
tended are 0.000154, 0.00154 and 0.0154 steradians, respectlxely.

The series of records for subject P.H. for nashes of ▼arloua brightnesses sbown in 
Fig. SB were all made at one sitting, one after the other in the order from low to high 
brightnesses, with enough time allowed between exposures to permit the return of the pupU 
to normal and also to permit the retina to return back to its sUte of dark adapUtlon. The 
subject was placed in darkness for a period of 30 minutes prior to the experiment.

The records in Fig. 91 and 9J for P.H. for 3-second exposures of patches of differ
ent size and at two different brightness levels were all made at one sitting. The first re
cord mide was for the lowest brightness and smallest area. This was followed by records 
at the =!ame brirhtness level but for the medium and large areaa. Tha same proeaAire 
was repeated at the next brightness leveU

The records in Figs. 9A to Figs. 6H for L.Z. 
exactly the same procedure. The records for L.Z. in 
for I.. Z. for the 8® patch presented in Fig. 9.

all obUlned hi oaa sitting using 
Fig. 6A ara tha same as the records

Fig. 10, which is based upon the dau la Fig. 8A and 8B. shews the relationship be
tween the brightness of the patch and the minimum size that tha pupil attains in response to 
it. Tie urusually large response for P.H. at 1.47 trolaada U not eonsistent with tha rest 
of the responses. The experimenter could have used the wrong filter, but there was BO 
way of checking up on this possibUity. This is the only point at which this sort of deviation 
occurs.

Fig. 11. which is based on the date for L.Z. in Fig. 8. shows the relattenship between 
the briKhtnoss of the flash and the minimum atee that the pupU stteins in response to It for
three different patch sizes.

The data In both Figs. 10 and Fig. H suggost that as the area and brightnsas are in- 
crenan upper limit of pupil constriction la approachad. The experiment should be ex
tended to include at least one more log unit at tha uppar and of tha brlgbtneaa acale, as 
well as larger areas, in order to permit more definite ecncluslone to bo drawn. If thorn 
is a limit to pupil constriction it is probably in tlio muacla or in tha motor cantors 
than on the sensory side of the reflex. The nmximmn reaponae la reached with an 0. S 
patch producing a retinal illuminance of 147,000 trolands udiDe, as Indicated in Pig. 3. the 
stray light is only 10 trolands at a point 5° from the edge of the patch and drops to 1 Ire
land at 15® from the edge of the patch. The maximum output of tbs retina ia far from 
being reached under these conditions.

At the lower levels the responaes from tha medium end smell areas dlaeppear sudden
ly while the large area continues to produce an effect. This finding tends to support the 
Idea that stray light is the dominant factor Ir tha sense that the retinal illuminance produced 
by the stray light simply drops below the threshold for the rode in the case of the small 
and medium targets but is still above the threshold in the ease of the large target.
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11 nni>l b. WW to totod. how...r. Otot m 0.t« Uri« eitortoljr fl^ 1^ to Mto

CinS-“to^toj :^u~^ toto. to. «toi uto-to-to. to to. to— - to.
patch drops below the threshold leeel <rf the cones.

At intermediate levels the effect of vsitHic erse Is squlvs^ 
tensity This finding is consistent with the notion thst stray light is tbs import^ factor. 
S?erl is LthingT^fhe nature of the curve, to Indlcste et an, level « tinnsfer of dondnunte 
f?om elemel Sutside the image of the patch to element. Inaide. or from rods te cones.

If the high-frequency.
and the low-frequency. high-latent-peHod response of those outside both contrll^ to the

r..^»rto.r. .iJ!m b. ..to. «7 <« totodltotolto. brl«bto.to toto to dUtototototo
between the two effects.

If the slie of the area were graduaUy *—*]/^.J***^*!*^
there must be a point at which the ganglion ceUs inside tbs of the
the situation. The experiments described in this paper involving arena up to 8® should be 
extended to areas including the whole visual Held.

Another method of differentUtlng between the responses la*hto had o«tslde tos imags 
would be to flood the retina with a uniform ^r^bm of ^In^ «f.
sufx rimpose flashes upon thU background. The background could be made to mask tbs ef
fect cf the stray liRht.

B. F'fects of Stimulating Different Areas of the Retina.

ch.-r- i>R the eccentricity of the patch of brightness. In the case of R^ the **P”?^*'
at and 25° of eccentricity are somewhat smaller than the rest, but tbs rest aU approB
mate the same site.

It is probable that the state of dark adaptotion makes the response untfora across tbs 
retina. Other investigators have found that the fovea U moim to totwncteg e^^-
pillnry rc!^ponse than the parefovee. This la what ona would prudict would taappun to tbu
brli-M ad ipted ej-e.

was claimed by Hess^. then the further the
les<; would be the pupil response.

1

R ^jkdtoM "toll luMMuoanropoflorMOom^wtroc^^
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ho made for the location of a patch on the central region of the retina.    All patches,  re- 
gardless of where they fall within the central region of the retina, would be equally effect- 
ive. 

C.    The Role Played by Stray Light in Producing Pupil Reaponaes. 

When the patch 1. 12° in diameter falls 16° to the right Of the fixation point,  it falls 
within the blind spot of each subject as shown in Fig.   IS.    The pupil response,  however. 
Is Just as great as the response obtained from areas to the left and right of the blind spot 
(see Fig.   12).    This is in accordance with the finding of Hess' and it can probably be con- 
cluded from this that the stray light produced by a small bright patch is the important 
thing rather than the light which is focused directly on the retina. 

One method employed in this study for demonstrating the role played by stray light la 
similar to that used by Hartley and Fry12 in demonstrating the role played by stray light 
In producing the retinal potentlel.    The technique consisted in Alternating two patches of 
light 0.8° in diameter,   sep . ated from each other by 1.6° (center to center) and eich sepa- 
rated 5° from the point of lixatlon, and with the midpoint between the two patches being on 
a horizontal line through the point of fixation.     As explained in the procedure,  the alter- 
nation is accomplished manually by throwing a shutter which exposes one stimulus and then 
tb" other.     This shutter can also be used to occlude both stimuli. 
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If tSM pupil reaponM produced by th«M paichea ware raadiatod by tlia stray light in 
the eye one would not expect any nuctuatloa In pupil slxa to occur at tba switch from oaa 
patch to the other, because the difTerencs in amount at stray light produced by the two 
patches at a given point of the retina could not be very great, sxcapt in the case of a point 
which is very close to one or the other of the iinagos of the two patchas.

The pupU response si own in Fig. 14 was obUlnsd by kaaping tha subject in the dark 
for 30 minutes, and after tltis exposing one of tha patches for 16 sac, than auddanly switch
ing to the other patch.

The first part of the record in Fig. IS shows tha responsa of the pupil to rhythmic 
alternation back and forth from one patch to the other. The fart that tha fluctuations in 
pupil size are more pronounced and more regular with altsmating patchas than with the steady 
stimulation of a single patch (Fig. 14) indicates that tha intermittent acti/ity of tha photo
receptors in and near the images of the patches does introduce a rhythm into tha pupil con
striction. The second part of the record in Fig. 15 shows tha response at the pupil to an 
intermittent stimulus.

D. Effects of Varying Duration of the Flash upon tha Response at tha Pupil.

Records obtained with flashes of different duration are ahown in Fig. 16. In Mch 
case the diameter of the circuUr patch was 6®, tha retinal lUuminanca produced by tha 
patch was kept constant at 1470 trolands. and the fixation point was St tha canter. Prior 
to obtaining any record each of the subjects was kept in the dark for 30 minutes, and than 
the records were taken in the order from long to short in tha case of P. H. and from short 
to long in the case of L. Z. with enough time allowed between records to permit racovary 
to the dark adapted state and to permit the return of tha pupil to its normal sisa. Tha 
data in Fig. 16 have been analyzed in Fig. 17 to show the minimum sUa that tha pupil at
tains with flashes of different durations.
By comparing Figs. 8, 9, 10, 18. and 17 
it is easy to observe that the effect of vary
ing brightness is not at all equivalent to 
.varying d\iration. The recovery from short 
flashes of high brightness is much faster 
than from weak flashes of long duration.
The extent of pupil constriction finally 
reaches a limit as the duration of the stim
ulus is increased to one of indefinite dura
tion. and this limit bears no relation to 
the limit reached by varying brightness and 
area.

The photoreceptor response to a flash 
of light is a burst of impulses which builds 
up to a maximum frequency and then sub
sides. For short flashes, the height of 
this peak is assumed to be affected Just as 
much by varying intensity as by varying du-- 
ration, but there is a critical duration 
(ranging from about 0. 03 sec for cones at 
high brightness levels to 0. 20 sec for rods
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SUMMARY AND C0MCLUSI0M8

Insofar as a fUsh of light in tha aisual fiald which ana might aneoimtar in a practical 
situation is similar to any of tha stimuli which hava baan amployad in thU si^loii. **»• «-

Thera are two aspects to tha problam. If tha Hath Usts longar than tM latant pariod 
for pupil constriction, the pupU constriction wlU affact-‘.r i:r„rr -V™
against the sky background.

umes! and’^he^rte^’m^t nrra‘^rhol‘L*^^^ dlffarant part, of tha ratln.
summate with respect to both space and time to datarmina tha pupil rasponaa.

As pointed out previously there are many problams which aaad furtbar study bafora ana 
can hope to predict the course of tha change in pupU sisa resulting from a ccmptoa temporal 
pattern and also a complex, changing distribution of brightness in tha field of Tiaw.

Until the merhanisms of temporal and apatial summation are batter tmdarstood. it will 
probably suffice to use some crude approximations for predicting pupil raspanMS. ^ 
case of the dark adapted eye one can assume that tha response U proportional to tha to^ 
amount of light involved (brightness x area x time). ThU wUl hold roughly for W cmral 
region of the field of view up to 35® out from the primary Una of si^ and for flashes 
up to 0. 2 sec. For longer flashes than 0.2 sec the affact of trarying duration is t*®i 7*^ 
same as that of varying brightness, and aUowanca must be made also for tha affact of the 
pupil constriction itself.
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